
Keel-Laying Ceremony with Distinguished Guests

For several years, ICE’s main activity 
was design of drill ships, offshore 
service vessels and floating 
production, storing and offloading 
(FPSO) vessels. When the oil price in 
2014 collapsed from more than 100 
to less than 30 US dollars a barrel, 
the demand for such vessels 
disappeared. Since then, ICE has 
successfully re-focussed its business 
on the passenger vessels, a sector of 
the shipbuilding industry in which 
ICE earlier was heavily involved. 

Cruise vessel design is now providing 
a sound basis for the future and is 
requiring ICE to hire additional 
professionals to meet demand. To 
celebrate having successfully 
weathered a difficult turn-around 
period, ICE’s management used its 
traditional semi-annual briefing 
session for all its Romanian 

Celebrating ICE 
Group’s Success

The MV Werften Shipyard in 
Stralsund recently laid the keel on 
the Crystal Endeavor in the presence 
of German Federal Chancellor 
Angela Merkel, Prime Minister 
Manuela Schwesig, Genting Hong 
Kong's Executive Chairman and CEO 
Tan Sri Lim Kok Thay, Crystal 
President and CEO Tom Wolber, and 
other distinguished guests.

In a press release, the Crystal Yacht 
Expedition Cruises announced that 
the 20,000 GRT yacht will be the 
world's largest and most spacious 
purpose-built Polar Class ship.   
Crystal Endeavor will feature 100 
suites and all the luxurious 
amenities and special touches for 
which Crystal is known. 

Crystal Endeavor’s PC6 designation 
will enable her to operate in summer 

major part of the detail design of this 
prestigious new vessel, as a 
subcontractor to MV Werften. This 
assignment continues the ICE Group’s 
long-standing history of providing 
technical support to the German 
shipbuilding industry, including to 
companies that now form part of the 
MV Werften Group.

and autumn through medium 
first-year ice. The ship will feature the 
latest technology, including offshore 
dynamic positioning capabilities, 
offering both comfort and safety 
while exploring the icy waters in the 
Polar Regions and exotic locations 
across the globe.

ICE is honoured to be performing a

employees to arrange a BBQ party to 
say thanks for their efforts and wish

everyone a well-deserved summer 
break. 

Photo courtesy of Crystal Insider™.
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Scrubber Retrofits – 
a Growth Market 
for ICE

ICEPRONAV Engineering recently 
hosted its traditional summer 
program for students from the 
Faculty of Naval Architecture at the 
Dunarea de Jos University in Galati, 
Romania. 

The 18 participants (pictured here 
with their ICE instructors) had the 
opportunity to learn practical 
aspects of their future profession by 
working in a modern office 
environment with the most 
up-to-date design and engineering 
software for their field, under the 
guidance of ICE professionals. 

FROM OUR PROJECT PORTFOLIO:  PASSENGER CRUISE VESSEL (MSC FANTASIA)

Scope of Work: 
Basic & detail design for hull 
structure;
Lifting and turning calculations and 
reports (including drawings);
Coordination drawings for piping 
and outfitting (selected zones);
Production information;
Detail design for HVAC.

Client / Shipyard: STX France 
shipyard in Saint-Nazaire, France 

Year: 2006 -07

Student Internship 
at ICE

Predicting shipowners’ need for 
design expertise for selection and 
retrofit of systems to meet new IMO 
regulations both for ballast water 
treatment (BWT) and Exhaust Gas 
Cleaning (EGC), ICE several years ago 
started to promote its expertise in 
those areas. Since retrofits in many 
instances involve fitting equipment 
and piping into congested engine 
room spaces, ICE also invested in 
laser scanning equipment with 
associated software and training,  

enabling its designers to accurately 
generate a 3-dimensional “as-is” 
model pin-pointing existing structure, 
equipment and systems. Such 3D 
computer models enable the 
designers to determine the most 
cost-effective way to install new 
equipment and associated 
foundations, piping and cabling, and 
allows a high degree of 
pre-fabrication. The result is shorter 
installation time – in many instances 
when the ship is sailing – and less 
costly off-hire for the ship.

The picture shows an ICE engineer and 
his laser scanning equipment.

With a 50-year track record and an annual capacity of 700,000 professional engineering man-hours, the International Contract 
Engineering (ICE) Group is Europe’s largest independent ship design consultancy. We provide high-calibre multi-discipline 
design services to yards and owners in the commercial shipping, defence and offshore energy industries, ranging from 
conceptual studies and Class drawings to detail design and production information. We cover a full range of naval architecture 
and marine engineering disciplines such as hydrodynamics, structural, mechanical, piping, electrical, instrumentation, outfit 
and HVAC. Our experience includes gas carriers, passenger vessels, navy and coast guard ships, chemical tankers, drill ships, 
FSO/FPSOs and a range of other vessels. We also have available proprietary designs that can be adapted to clients’ 
requirements. 
With our head office in the Isle of Man and our main engineering facilities in Romania, we provide high quality design and 
engineering at very competitive prices.

International Contract Engineering Limited, 19-21 Circular Road, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 1AF British Isles
Tel: +44 (0)1624 623 190 | Fax: +44 (0)1624 628 297 | www.icedesign.info

ENGINEERING CERTAINTY
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